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The next meeting of the board is 
scheduled for Tuesday, Jan.7,2003.  It 
is held in the auditorium at Asnuntuck 
Community College.  The meeting starts 
at 7:00 pm and are open to the public. 

Our association meetings are held the 
first Tuesday of each month.   
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By Lori Herrick 
��

     The U-12 lady Eagle faced 2 tuff opponents this weekend. Saturday the lady's faced South Boston and in a hard 
fought battle lost the game 2-6 at ETR. Both of The Lady eagles goals came late in the game both goals come 4:00 
minutes apart in the third period, and both goals were scored by Morgan Ouellette the first was unassisted and the 
second was assisted by her wing Kylie Gifford, Good work girls lets hope it is the start of a lot of goals to come. Coaches 
comments Gary Stewart said Kristi Holt had a good game she faced a lot of shots and came up big for the team we will 
be ready for them next time. Vicki Heyse Brianna Buchalski had strong defensive game for the Eagles good job Vicki 
and Brianna we will be depending on your strong defensive game next time we face this team. 
  
     The Lady Eagles traveled to Albany NY and faced the Albany Ice Cats again the Lady's lost 2-6 but the team 
is getting stronger and stronger every game. This first period the Ice Cats come out strong and caught the Eagles off 
guard by scoring 4 goals. The second period was going to be a little different 3 minutes into the second period Lauren 
Little put one way for the Lady Eagles unassisted. Then late in the third period Jennelle Herrick backing up her 
teammate Katelyn Landry on the boards took position of the puck and put one away for her team. Coaches comments 
Gary Stewart said defensively Lisa Dangelo and Ginger Starvis stood out and offensively Kylie Gifford and Chelsea 
Bolton stood out for the Lady Eagles, also he thought Jennelle Herrick and Katelyn Landry and Sara Stewart had a 
strong forward game holding the blue line. 
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    We are still asking that a Booster Club represent from each 
team be present at our meetings.  Our next meeting will be on 
Wednesday, December 18th at 6:30 p.m. in the Conference Room 
(Rink 1) at the Enfield Twin Rinks. We have our meetings on the 
third (3rd) Wednesday of every month at 6:30 at the Enfield Twin 
Rinks.  
    The Booster Club will be accepting pictures and puck ads 
starting December 6th thru January 31st.  We ask that the puck 
ads be written out on a letter size sheet of paper, attach your 
check in the amount of $5.00 made payable to E.H.A.B.C. and put 
in the sealed envelope. Please do not put them on napkins or 
anything other than a sheet of paper.  Said puck ads can be put in 
the silver Booster Club mailbox up by the office in Rink 1.  
    Pictures should be marked with the division and team and 
placed in a sealed envelope and put in the same mailbox. 
    We will be contacting everyone who was interested in helping 
with the yearbook very soon.  Anyone else interested may contact 
Irene at 749-7428 or email me at IreneM39@aol.com. 
    Booster Club store is now open...... New fleece blankets are 
being sold.....Makes a GREAT Christmas gift.  
    The result of the survey has the trophies beating out the 
medals.  So trophies it is!!!! 
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By Lori Herrick 
��

��

�����Saturday the Lady Eagles faced the Bridgewater Bandits the first period was a hard fought battle the Eagles came 
out strong against this team and the period ended with a 0-0 tie and a hard fought first 15 minutes. 
  
     The second period started and the Eagles were again playing hard the defense teams of Vicki Heyse & Lisa 
Dangelo,  Brianna Buchalski & Ginger Starvis were holding their own against this team. The second period the eagles 
let up 2 goals and the third period the eagle let up 4 goals late to end the game 6-0 
  
     Coaches comments:  Our Goalie Kristi Holt had an outstanding game today against such a tough team she saw 33 
shots and came up big today for her team. She should be proud of her game today, we sure are proud of her.... 
��

�
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By Katherine Murray 

     On Saturday, 11/2/02, The U-15 Lady Eagles went down stoically to the clutches of defeat.  The Northford Polar 
Bears, 7 to 2, soundly defeated the Eagles. 

    Enfield hit the ice with enthusiasm, drawing the first goal a little over a minute into regulation play.  Kim Pizzoferrato, 
assisted by Tara Walsh, scored the goal.  The Lady Eagles would not score again until the end of the third period.  
Erica Warzyski, assisted by lines man Jesse O’Connell, earned the team’s second and final goal.  Northford scored a 
punishing 7 goals throughout the three periods of play. 

     Post game Coach Rossignol noted the lack of team effort as being the key to his team's defeat.  He noted the 
strong offensive play of Sam Smith and Elyse Rossignol as bright spots during the game.  He also noted the strong 
physical play of Chelsea Cormier, who appeared undaunted, if not motivated, by Northford's rough style of play.  
Eleanor Peck was complimented on her strong play in net during the first half of the game, facing down Norhtford's 
numerous attends on goal with determined composure. 

    It is this fan's hope that lessons learned in defeat make their impression.  The Eagles will go on to many more 
encounters with the Bears.  Perhaps during the next meeting of these two opponents, the Eagles with soar united by 
scars from the past. 
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By Katherine Murray 

     Sunday, 11/3/02, found the U-15 Lady Eagles on the road to Exeter, New Hampshire.  Though the autumn colors 
had faded during the course of a weekend's travels, the Eagles desire to win had not!  The Lady Eagles won the 
Seacoast game 4 - 0, earning the team goalies another shut out for the season. 

     The first period found Sam Smith in the mood to score.  With a little help from lines mate, Laura Bartus, Sam scored 
the team's first goal 4 minutes into the first period.  No additions to the scoreboard were to be added until the third 
period.  Thought Chelsea Cormier stopped the collective heart of the stands during the second with a steal at half-ice 
and rush on the Seacoast net, she was to be denied in her attempt!  Way to get the crowd on their feet, Chelsea!     
(Continued on page 3) 
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(Continued from page 2) 

      Erica Warzyski started the Enfield rally at the top of the third period, when she took her own rebound and netted 
it at the 8-minute mark.  This was obviously not enough for Erica, as she earned her second goal 5 minutes later, off 
of a well-executed rush on the Seacoast net.  The period and game closed out dramatically.  Ali Murray pushed the 
puck up to Kim Pizzerforrato who placed the last goal of the game in the net with a scant 24 seconds remaining on 
the clock. 

     Coaches Rossignol and Walsh were please to see the return of team effort and spirit to their squad.  Coach 
Rossignol was quoted as saying, "What a difference a day makes!" It was obvious that all the Lady Eagles showed 
up to play with renewed effort on Sunday afternoon.  The coaching staff noted the effort exerted by Jesse O'Connell, 
Karly Bruce, Erica Warzyski and Nicole Clavette.  Other solid performers during Sunday's game were Sam Smith 
and Chelsea Cormier.  Congratulations on the win, Lady Eagles! 
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By Katherine Murray 

 

     On Saturday, 11/9/02, The U-15 Lady Eagles hosted Greater New Haven at Enfield Twin Rinks for the first time 
this season.  The Lady Eagles put on a strong showing, shutting out New Haven.  The final score stood at 7 - 0, 
Enfield. 

     Enfield’s offensive lines dominated the first period.  Credit for the team's first goal went to Chelsea Cormier, at the 
halfway mark in the period.  Kristen Willard assisted Chelsea.  The next offensive pairing to achieve was that of 
Jessie O'Connell and Erica Warzyski.  Jessie earned the goal of a drop pass from Erica.  It was on to the second 
with the Eagles in charge. 

     Ericka Warzyski earned her first game goal during the seven-minute mark of the second period.  Karly Bruce and 
Eleni Pitardis aided Erica in her quest.  Kim Pizzoferrato closed out the second period with only 2 seconds remaining 
on the clock.  Kim was assisted by defenseman, Tara Walsh. 

     The third period found Chelsea and Kristen again earning the period's opening goal.  Kristen’s deflection at the 
net was put in by Chelsea's perseverance!  Jessie O'Connell earned her second goal and the team's 6th game goal 
with 2 minutes remaining in the third.  Nice rush on net, Jesse!  Tara Walsh closed out the team's scoring and the 
game with what is becoming her signature move, a wrap-around goal.  Caitlin McGunigle finished what Elle Peck 
started, earning her team another shutout. 

     Post game; the coaches noted the team's strong shooting and evident desire to win as keys to Saturday's 
success.  Defensively, Coach Rossignol complimented Eleni Pitardis and Siobhan Davis on strong games.  
Offensively, Coach Rossignol called Kristen Willard's skating and work ethic "an inspiration" to the entire team.  
Coach Willard noted that it was nice to see all of the offensive lines coming into their own this early in the season.  
He noted the strong movement of the puck out of the zone and patience in passing as keys to victory over New 
Haven.  Other Praise went to Chelsea Cormier for her solid play up the middle and to Jen Strayer for her tireless 
defensive play.  What can we say about Erica Warzyski - don' t stop!  Congratulations on a solid team effort, Lady 
Eagles. 
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U-15 Lady Eagles Triumphant Over Assabet 
By Katherine Murray 

     Sunday, 11/10/02, found the U-15 Lady Eagles on the road to Concord, MA to face off against the Assabet Valley Girls 
Blue team.  The Lady Eagles came out strong against Assabet, holding off their attempts on net until the final period of the 
game.  For Assabet, it was a case of too little, too late.  Enfield won the game with a final score of 5 to 3. 

     The first period was a battle between the two teams with Enfield visiting Assabet's net with greater frequency.  Enfield's 
first goal did not come until 5 minutes remained in the period.  It was earned through the joint efforts of Erica Warzyski, Jesse 
O'Connell and Karly Bruce.  Erica got credit for the goal, with assists going to her linemen.  Nice teamwork, ladies! 

     The second period again found the Lady Eagles earning goal at the end of the period.  This time the credits go to Sam 
Smith with the assist coming from Chelsea Cormier.  Defensively, Caitlin McGunigle stood tall between the pipes, closing out 
her second period with no goals! 

     During the third period, Assabet rallied, earning three goals answering each of Enfield's goals.  Enfiled's Sam Smith 
earned her second game goal with the assistance of Kristen Willard 45 seconds in the period.  Nice way to take control of the 
puck drop, ladies.  The second goal during the period went to Karly Bruce, assisted by Kristen Willard and Chelsea Cormier.  
The final goal went was earned by Erica Warzyski with the support of linesmen Jessie O'Connell and Karly Bruce.  The final 
score stood at 5 - 3, Enfield. 

     Coach Rossignol commented on the winning line of Willard, Cormier and Smith post game.  In addition, he stated it was 
hard to find fault with any of the lines during Sunday's match-up.  Defensively, Coach Rossignol stated that Kim Pizzoferrato 
took charge showing, "how to move the puck to your team's advantage."  Eleni Pitardis put in yet another strong showing 
defensively.  If not for the efforts of the sole goalie, Caitlin McGunigle, the pace of the game would not have suited Enfield.  
Congratulations on another road win, Lady Eagles. 
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By Katherine Murray 

 

     This past Saturday, 11/23/02, the U-15 Lady Eagles handed the Assabet White squad their first tie of the season.  
Emotions ran high on the Assabet team as an eager Enfield team blemished their opponent's undefeated status with a tie.  

Enfield launched an all out team effort, making it hard for Assabet to maintain it's composure in the face of the Eagles 
onslaught.   

     The only goals of the game came in the first period of play.  Assabet drew the first goal 1 minute into regulation play.  
Rather than defeat the Eagles, the goal ignited the desire of all Enfield players.  Two minutes later, Sam Smith received a 
pass from Chelsea Cormier and netted the tying goal.  Nice teamwork, ladies! 

     The second and third periods of play were action packed, as these two gutsy opponents battled back and forth between 
the zones.  Though no additional goals were added to the scoreboard, the game was a heart-stopper for those loyal to the 
Eagles!  On several occasions it appeared that Jesse O'Connell, Kim Pizzoferrato or Laura Bartus would deliver the winning 
goal, only to be denied by a whistle!   

     One key to the team's success was the outstanding performance of goalie, Caitlin McGunigle.  Caitlin handled the game 
like a seasoned pro, commanding control of the pace of the game.  Much to Assabet's dismay, Caitlin's command 
performance took its toll.  Way to go Caitlin - keep up the good work!        (Continued on Page 5) 
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    (Continued from page 4) 

     Offensively, the tone of the game was set early on by the speed, determination and physical play of Kristen Willard.  
Chelsea Cormier put on a solid game down the middle, making herself a force to be reckoned with.  Sam Smith matched the 
zeal of her linesman, adding her determination to the mix.  Definitely a triple threat to the opposing team!  

     Defensively speaking, Tara Walsh was on her game.  Her example set the tone for Enfield's defensive bench.  Eleni 
Pitardis' physical style of play forced Assabet to the boards, eliminating many a shot on net.  Jen Strayer and Siobhan Davis 
held the blue line with a quiet determination.  All four came together with goalie McGunigle to mount an awesome defense 

     I can't say when I have seen Coach Rossignol so happy!  I had to interrupt his smiles to get comments on the game.  
Coach Ros complimented the entire U-15 squad stating, "If we played every game with that level of determination, no one 
would get past us!"  A very pleased Coach Willard commented on the gutsy play of every team member, crowning this game 
"a total team victory."  Congratulations Lady Eagles, do not loose that fire and determinat���� 
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By Katherine Murray 

     On Sunday, November 24th, The U-15 Lady Eagles traveled to Northford to play Greater New Haven.  Enfield shutout the 
New Haven team with a final score of 9 to 0.  The shutout was earned by goalie, Caitlin McGunigle, with the support of her 
team! 

     Tara led off the scoring during the first period with a rush on net.  Her goal came 5 minutes into the period.  Kim 
Pizzoferrato followed up Tara's effort with her first goal of the game.  Erica Warzyski assisted Kim.   

     During the second period Kim Pizzoferrato scored consecutive goals, moving the score for Enfield to 4 - 0 and earning the 
first hat-trick of the season.  Congratulations, Kim.  Life is good on the frontlines!  Jesse O'Connell earned the team's 5th goal 
of the game, assisted by Laura Bartus.  Tara Walsh closed out the second period with a well-executed wrap around goal.  

     Katie Byrne ruled the third, earning the opening and closing goals during the period.  Erica Warzyski on both goals 
supported Katie.  Erica took center stage netting a goal with the assistance of linesman, Jesse O'Connell.  The final score 
stood at 9 - 0, Enfield.   

     Post game; Coach Rossignol stated that defensively, Tara Walsh and Hen Strayer pout in solid performances in support 
of goalie McGunigle.  Offensively, the gold star of the game goes to Kim Pizzoferrato (who was still on ice collecting her hats 
and could not comment)!  Good game, Enfield.  
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By Katherine Murray 

�����Post Thanksgiving, the U-15 Lady Eagles had shark on their menus.  On Saturday, 11/30/02, the Eagles welcomed the 
Lady Sharks to Enfield Twin Rinks.  The Eagles dominated the game, putting more shots on net than the Sharks.  The final 
score of the game was 5 - 1 Enfield. 

     The first Eagle to light the scoreboard was defenseman, Jen Strayer.  Jen artfully took the puck from Stamford just over 
the red line and rushed the remainder of the ice to start the scoring rally for her team.  Jen's move came two minutes into the 
first period.  Nice fake on the goalie, Jen!  Five minutes later, Sam Smith followed up Jen's goal with her own unassisted 
effort.  

     The second period found Erica Warzyski in the mood to score.  And score she did!  Erica earned the team's third goal at 
the 7-minute mark with the assistance of Tara Walsh.  With a little over a minute left in the period, Tara earned the team's 4th 
goal with the assistance of Erica Warzyski and Jesse O'Connell.  This goal came off of a series of well-executed passes and 
was exciting to watch.  Never underestimate the power of the triangle, ladies!��

(Continued on page 6)  

�
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 (Continued from page 5) 

 

     The third period opened with Stamford earning their first goal, after successfully screening Enfield's goalie.  The period 
closed on a high note with defenseman Tara Walsh rushing the puck to Stamford's goal.  The final Enfield goal was earned 
at the 5-minute mark.  The final score of the game stood at 5 -1, Enfield. 

     Coach Rossignol commented on Tara Walsh's great game.  He further noted the strong play of Erica Warzyski and 
Jesse O'Connell.  Defensively, Coach noted the solid play of Siobhan Davis and Jen Strayer.  Coach Rossignol especially 
liked Jen Strayer's the beautiful rush and fake on Stamford's goalie.  One concern that Coach Ros expressed was on behalf 
of player, Eleni Pitardis.  Coach Rossignol has proclaimed that Eleni's new name is, "Grace."  He further commented that, 
"for a former figure skater, one would expect Eleni to fall less frequently!"  Eleni has promised to keep her edge during the 
next game!  Congratulation on your win, Lady Eagles.  
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By Katherine Murray 

     On Sunday, 12/1/02, The U-15 Lady Eagles were on the road again!  They traveled to Holyoke, MA to face-off against 
the newly formed Tri-Town U-17 Team.  The Tri-Town team put on quite the showing.  Enfield matched the team's physical 
style of play earning a 3 to 3 tie at the final buzzer. 

     Enfield opened the scoring with the first goal coming 2 minutes into regulation play.  Chelsea Cormier, assisted by Sam 
Smith, earned the goal.  Enfield's second goal came two minutes later.  Erica Warzyski scored the goal with the support of 
defenseman Eleni Pitardis.  No further goals were scored during the first period. 

     Tri-Town took the lead during the second period, earning tow of their three goals.  Though Enfield did not score during 
the period, they continued to pepper the talented Tri-Town Goalie with shots on net. 

     During the third period Enfield took the lead when Sam Smith earned the Team's final goal early in the period.  Linesmen 
Kristen Willard and Chelsea Cormier supported Sam.  The game lead would be short-lived, as Tri-Town earned the tying 
goal at the three-minute mark.  The game ended in a 3 - 3 tie. 

     Post game; Coach Rossignol was pleased with his team's performance, noting that they out shot the Tri-Town team.  
Defensively, Coach Rossignol praised Tara Walsh and Siobhan Davis for their many contributions during the physically 
demanding game.  Offensively, Coach noted Erica Warzyski and Jesse O'Connell for their outstanding performances.  In 
addition he noted that Chelsea Cormier had an, "awesome" game.  Coach Willard noted the strong performance of goalies 
McGunigle and Peck.  Congratulations on matching Tri-Town's physical level of play.  Now that you know them, you can 
sharpen your talons and prepare for your next meeting! 
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By Mary Palmer 

     Our 2002-03 Mite A Eagles opened this season with a 2-2 tie against Wallingford on Sept. 28th.  Our kids were a bit 
nervous, especially considering many of these kids have never seen travel competition.  With six 1995 players and only one 
returning player from last year’s squad, our work is cut out for us to develop leadership and confidence within our team.  I 
am sure it will take some time, but confident once it arrives we’ll be much better for it.  Time will tell, I guess. 
 
     Joe Stasiowski scored both Eagle goals thanks to his relentless hustle, stick handling and pursuit of Wallingford’s goal.  
Assists were credited to A.J. Latulippe, Cullen Roberts and Matt Antonacci.  Mike Thompson performed well between the 
posts.  They finally realized they could play at this level.  Good for them…….Keep working hard. 
 
     I, for one am impressed on how quickly our Mite A’s stepped up their play against Bridgeport in only their second tilt of 
the season.  Bridgeport tied the game at 4-4 late in the third period on their eighth power play of the game.  Our Eagles 
managed to score all of their goals without the benefit of a single power play and actually tallied two of them while short-
handed.  Way to go.  To be honest, I’d just assume playing with only four; it is less likely they’ll bump into each other. 
(Continued on page 7) 
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(Continued from page 6) 
 
     These Eagles are still learning the basics.  Things like offside, changing on the fly, speed and positions.  This is no 
fault to them, since all our practice time has focused on individual technique and skills.  We may not be the best 
positional team, but our skating and stick handling has defiantly improves.  Great job kids. 
     Goals were scored by Daniel Haber (2), Matt Antonacci and Zack Palmer.  Assists were credited to A.J. Latulippe 
and Cullen Roberts.  Goaltender Mike Thompson was the team’s backbone after recording 22 saves.  Shannon 
Cherpak, Joe Stasiowski, Avery Boissy, Cole Henry and Stephen Picard were solid on defense.  Way to go kids, keep 
up the hard work! 
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By Mary Palmer 
 

     On October 5th, our Mite A’s skated to a hard fought 2-1 victory over a skilled ECHO squad.  The team was elated, 
especially after the final buzzer.  The shots and hustle applied by both teams was pretty equal. 
     Matt Antonacci opened the scorer’s sheet at the 9:22 mark of the second.  His defensive partner Steve Picard 
helped Matt.  Our Eagles increased their lead on a nice goal by Evan Boissy, assisted by Matt.  ECHO got on the 
board at the 6:14 mark of the third. 

     Our coaches were extremely impressed with how well our young eagles are using their skills.  We may not look 
pretty as far as team play and set positional formation, but our future 1 on 1 tools are defiantly improving. 
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By Mary Palmer 

 
      Our Eagles lost a tough one against Southern the following morning, 7-2.  Every car was equipped with a pillow 
and blanket for this 7:25 a.m. tilt in Milford, CT.  Nothing like being put to a challenge.  While our kids and coaches 
tried to keep our yawns to a minimum, our Eagles fought hard from start to finish.  Fatigue, anxiety and the lack of 
positional practice time got in the way of our kids winning.  Then again who remembers wins and loses at this age? 
     Southern opened the scoring early.  They scored two quick goals against our flat-footed Eagles in the first two 
minutes of the game.  After a quick time-out, our kids jumped back into the game with two quick goals of their own (35 
seconds apart) to even the score.  Matt Antonacci and David Ouellette tallied for an Enfield with assists going to 
Stephen Picard (2), Zack Palmer and Matt.  Southern capitalized a minute later to take a 3-2 lead. 
     Entering the third, the score still hadn’t changed.  Our eagles just couldn’t find the handle on some very good 
opportunities.  Mike Thompson did a great job preserving the score as well.  The game was lost mid-way in the third 
with Southern’s 4th tally. 
     Our kids were exhausted, frustrated and confused.  I can’t blame them, they played a great game.  Mistakes were 
made, but they will be corrected once they mature and gain confidence in themselves.  Keep your heads up, everyone 
is proud of you. 
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By Mary Palmer 
 

     Our Mite A Eagles fought hard and often against both East Haven and Greater New Haven, but were unable to pull 
out a victory.  In out first tilt of the weekend down in East Haven, our boys and girl lost 7-0.  The game was surprisingly 
clean (only three penalties called.)  Every Enfield kid demonstrated their skills, but are slowly learning the 
fundamentals of playing together. 
     Mike Thompson recorded 19 saves while Zack Palmer, Davis Ouellette and Cam Calcolice registered a +/- of -1.  
After spending the last half of the first period in EH’s zone, our kids still couldn’t find the back of their net. During the 
period they were on constant motion.  Dribbling thru their players wasn’t a problem.  Finding an outlet well, that was 
another story! 
(Continued on page 8) 
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(Continued from page 7) 
 
     Our second game of this lovely fall weekend was against Greater New Haven.  After holding them scoreless for the 
first half of the game, GNH finally tied our kids at 1 apiece.  The flood gates must have opened because GHN 
continued on their scoring way three more times in the next 3 ½ minutes.  Our kids fought hard for a scoreless third. 
     Enfield was led by defense, Shannon Cherpak, Stephen Picard, Joe Stasiowski and Avery Boissy.  Mike Thompson 
played well while making his 17 stops.  Our Eagles lone goal was scored by David Ouellette, assisted by Evan Boissy.  
Leading our team in the +/- category was Stephen, Evan and Shannon.  Way to go kids keep your heads up we are all 
proud of you. 
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By Mary Palmer 
 
     Our hungry Mite A Eagles anxiously defeated our friends from Wallingford.  The Wallingford Hawks were a tough 
team from start to finish.  If it weren’t for a spirit of five unanswered goals ion less than 4 minutes the game would have 
been tied. 
     These two teams played at a much improved pace compared to our first match-up (2-2) tie.  It amazes me how 
quickly this age learns.  Good for them……Keep up the fun and hard work. 
     Our Eagles opened the game with a quick goal by Avery Boissy.  Avery dribbled tight and quick to advance through 
the Hawk’s defense and scored on a quick low shot only 22 seconds into the tilt.  Way to go Avery! 
The Hawk’s countered with two goals in the first to take a 2-1 lead entering the second.  Midway through the 2nd Eagle 
winger Cullen Roberts score to even the tilt.  Joe Stasiowski scored the go ahead with only 17 ticks left in the second.  
Zack Palmer recorded an assist on Joe’s tally.  What transpired from this point on for the next 3:52 of the game was 
simply amazing.  Our eagles passed, skated, stickhandled and scored five goals.  Oh Wow!  All U can say is “where 
was this team the last few weeks?”  Training? 
     “Game Puck” winner scored Enfield’s goals Cullen (hat-trick), Zack and Matt Antonacci.  Assists were rewarded to 
Avery, Joe, Matt and Zack.  Cullen’s third goal was scored from his belly!  Great effort Cullen! 
     Defensively, A.J. Latulippe, Shannon Cherpak, Daniel Haber, Avery, Evan, Zack, Matt and Stephen Picard led our 
Eagles.  Mike Thompson was incredible in goal.  Just ask Wallingford’s coach.  Way to go Mike! Mike recorded 16 
saves. 
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By Mary Palmer 

 
 
     On October 27, 2002 our Mite A Eagles traveled down to Taft to take on the Watertown Red Wings.  These same 
Eagles were fortunate to toll back to their warm homey confines with a hard fought 6-5 victory.  Good for them! 
     Watertown, while possessing some exceptionally skilled players jumped to an early 2-goal lead.  Our Eagles re-
grouped and scores a quick three goals of their own.  Matt Antonacci connected twice (1 assist) and Zack Palmer (I 
assist) once.  Enfield scored the three unanswered goals in a matter of 23 seconds.  Go figure!  Anyways, our Eagles 
took the lead 3-2. 
     The Wings went on the offensive and gained a 5-3 lead early in the third.  Our Eagles scored the final three goals in 
the third due to great team passing, skating, stickhandling and shooting.  Goals were scored by “Game Puck” winner 
Matt (4 goals, 1 assist) and defenseman Daniel Haber.  Mike Thompson was extremely solid protecting our twine. 
 
 
 
 
 
�
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By Mary Palmer 
 

 
     Our Enfield Mite A Eagles defeated our perennial rivals from South Windsor by the score 7-1 on November 2nd .  
Matt Antonacci registered another hat-trick.  Zack Palmer (2 goals), Cullen Roberts and Cam Calcolice also tallied for 
our Eagles.  Congratulations to Cam on his first goal of the season.  Assists were awarded to Joe Stasiowski (2), 
David Ouellette (2), Shannon Cherpak, Stephen Picard and Avery Boissy.  Mike Thompson was steady between the 
pipes.  AJ Latulippe and Daniel Haber were solid on our blue line.  Evan Boissy and Cole Henry were forces on the 
front. 
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By Mary Palmer 
      
     On November 9th, our gritty Mite A’s faced-off against an impressive Simsbury squad.  The shots on goal were 
pretty equal (19-18, Simsbury) as was the score (5-4, Enfield).  Goaltending was the key to victory for our young 
Eagles.  Mike Thompson was spectacular in protecting the nets for Enfield.  Joe Stasiowski (2 goals), Matt Antonacci 
(2 goals) and David Ouellette (1 goal) provided the necessary punches for victory.  Cullen Roberts, Shannon Cherpak 
and Evan Boissy chipped in with helpers. 
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By Mary Palmer 
 
     Our Eagles had a rematch with South Windsor on November 10th.  Unlike our previous tilt, this one was tight from 
start to finish.  Matt Antonacci (hat trick) scored the game winner with 1:24 left in the third to give his team a 3-2 win.  
Once again, the goaltending performance by Mike Thompson was huge in preserving our Eagle’s victory. 
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By Mary Palmer 
 
     Our Enfield Mite A Eagles rolled past Hamden with a solid 7-1 win at ETR on November 16th.  Hamden started off 
strong, scoring their only goal 42 seconds into the game.  Our kids remained confident and slowly but surely began to 
take control of the game midway in the first.  Shannon Cherpak attacked Hamden’s goal to redirect a beautiful feed 
from Matt Antonacci.  Congratulations to Shannon on scoring her first goal of the season.  I’m sure there will be many 
more to follow. 
     Matt scored the go-ahead with 5:15 left in the second period off a nice pass by Evan Boissy.  Speedster, David 
Ouellette, went on to tally the next two goals to increase our Eagle lead to 4-1 heading into the third.  AJ Latulippe, 
Shannon and Matt were credited with helpers.  Mike Thompson was unbeatable in goal. 
     Twenty-three seconds into the third, Joe Stasiowski continued our scoring ways to build our kids a comfortable 5-1 
margin.  Matt and Stephen Picard closed out the game with help from David and Matt, respectively.  Congratulations 
to Stephen for getting his first goal of the season.  Daniel Haber and Avery Boissy were a force on our blue line.  Zack 
Palmer, Cam Calcolice, Cole Henry and Cullen Roberts chipped in with intense hustle and pressure in the offensive 
zone for our Eagles.  Our team improved its record to 7-4-2 and increased our winning streak to six games.  Way to go 
kids, keep on getting better… 
 

   �
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By Lisa Reda 
 

Enfield 2  Central 8 
 

The Pee Wee B’s traveled to Central on Sunday morning looking to put another game in the W column.  This was not 
to be as the Eagles were grounded 8-2.  The first period began slowly with most of the play in the neutral zone.  

Central stuck first by catching in Enfield in a line change and scoring on the 3 on 2 rush.  Justin Ashline had a few 
nice plays clearing the zone and ending Central threats.  The lead was increased when a Central wing slipped behind 
the D for an easy backdoor goal.  An apparent Enfield goal by Matt Reda was called off as a result of a quick whistle.  
Central scored early and often in the 2nd.  Enfield’s Pete Aikins found net with a nice wrist shot from the right circle to 

narrow the score 3-1.  The floodgates then opened as Central scored 3 unanswered goals.  Enfield failed to 
capitalize on a power play late in the period as defensemen Eddie Dukette and Thomas Campion led various rushes 
in an attempt to add some punch to the Eagles attack.  Goals were swapped in the 3rd with Jordan Knightly poking in 
a shot from just outside the slot.  Assists went to David Cardaropoli and Josh Fasano.  One final breakaway goal late 

in the game ended the Central scoring. 
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By Mary Sullivan 

Saturday night's game against Hamden looked like it was going to be a tough win for the mighty Eagles. The first 
period was scoreless. The 2nd period the Eagles game out with force. Jordan Knightly lighted the boards up with his 
first of two for this game (assisted by David Cardoropoli). Hamden answered back with a goal of their own. The third 

period Enfield got down to business... David sent the puck to the back of the net with a great pass from Dan 
Kraucunas. Jordan was next with another pass from David...this line is on fire. The fourth goal came from our 

defense. Tom Campion sends that baby home with an awesome shot. By the end of the game it was Enfield 4, 
Hamden 1. Hats off to the defense, Justin Ashline, Ed Dukette, Kurtis Lapointe, and Thomas Campion who held 
strong and shut Hamden down. And what can we say about goalie Kyle Dyer who is always awesome, except 

thanks. Up next Yale! 
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By Lisa Reda 

 
The Pee Wee B’s closed out the first third of the season by going 0-2-1 with a string of hard fought battles.  The first 
game brought the Eagles and the Springfield Capitols together at the Hartford Civic Center as the under card for the 
Wolfpack-Falcon’s game.  The action was fast and furious at the start of the first with most of the action in the Enfield 
end.  Kurt LaPointe and Thomas Campion kept the Caps at bay with nice defensive play.  LaPointe became a bit too 

aggressive and picked up a hooking call late in the first.  Jordan Knightly and David Cardaropoli applied enough 
pressure to kill the penalty.  Kyle Dyer came up big at the end of the period with a nice glove save as the period 

ended 0-0.  Springfield kept the pressure up to start the second but was once again stymied by goaltender Dyer as 
he foiled a 2 on 1 with a nice glove save.  Enfield had enough and found it’s offensive spark as the team of Knightly 
and Cardaropoli broke free for a 2 on 1.  Unfortunately the Cap’s goalie was also up to the task stopping a nice shot 
by Jordan.  Kurt LaPointe and Kyle Dyer again came up with big defensive stops to close the second with the score 

tied 0-0.  Enfield had the power play early in the third as Springfield was called for a major penalty with a hit from 
behind but could not find the net.  Springfield then struck at even strength with a nice unassisted goal giving them a 

1-0 lead.  The Eagles sharpened their talons and came back to tie the score at 1 as Josh Fasano poked home a 
loose puck off a shot by Reilly Higgins.  The second assist went to Brett Sullivan.  Neither team could muster any 
offense for the remainder of the period as the game ended in a 1-1 tie.  The defensive unit of LaPointe, Dukette, 

Ashline, and Campion deserve a lot of credit for keeping this one a low scoring affair. 
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By Lisa Reda 
 
      The second game of the weekend found the Eagles in the Wallingford Hawks’ nest on Sunday morning.  
Unfortunately, the previous late night Wolfpack-Falcon game caught up with the team as they dropped a physical game 
4-1.  The game was played much closer than the score would indicate.  Enfield had an uphill battle from the start by 
being called for an unfair share of the penalties, courtesy of the Wallingford ref’s.   Enfield struck first with nice puck 
movement and passing by the Cardaropoli-Knightly-Kraucunas line as Jordan fired one home with assists from Danny 
& David.  Kyle Dyer made a nice stacked pad sliding save on a Wallingford rush.  Thomas Campion and Justin Ashline 
played rough and tough keeping the crease and slot clear.  Josh Fasano was called for tripping with 1:00 left in the first 
but Matt Reda and Tony Colca killed the penalty with textbook wing play.  Brett Sullivan was then called for tripping 
with 9:40 left in the second but Kurt LaPointe and Eddie Dukette continuously cleared the puck to end the threat.  The 
Hawks tied the game at 1 shortly after as a bouncing puck found its way through Kyle’s pads.  Eddie Dukette was fired 
up as he took and gave some big hits.  A Josh Fasano roughing call once again gave the Hawks a powerplay.  The 
Eagles killed all but 0:20 of it as a slap shot deflected in off the inside of Kyles pads giving Wallingford a 2-1 lead.  
Enfield had a great opportunity to even things up as a result of roughing and crosschecking calls within 0:10 seconds of 
each other but could not capitalize on the 5 on 3.  The ref’s even things up by calling Kurt LaPointe and Eddie Dukette 
for crosschecking and roughing penalties.  Wallingford made the most of their opportunity increasing their lead by 2 to 
close the second.  Justin Ashline, Tony Colca and Bryan Solnck then killed the remaining penalty with nice defensive 
play.  A Hawk holding call with 6:43 left gave the Eagles another opportunity but the offense could not find its rhythm 
and failed to score.  The final chance to even things up came on an interference penalty with 0:25 remaining.  Pulling 
the goalie, Enfield had a 6-4 advantage but a rink long “shot” found the back of the empty net as the game ended 4-1 in 
favor of Wallingford.  Eddie Dukette, Josh Fasano, and Brett Sullivan had good games.  
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By Lisa Reda 
 
     The Western Junior Colonial selects came to Enfield on Sunday and handed the Eagles their second loss of the 
day.  Just 2 hours after the 45 minute battle at Wallingford, Enfield had to lace up their skates to take on the Midget 
sized Colonials.  Western took a 1-0 lead halfway through the first despite tough defensive play by Eddie Dukette.  Kyle 
Dyer kept the game close with many nice saves.  Western then struck for 2 quick goals at the end of the first for a 3-0 
lead.  Less than 2 minutes into the second, the Colonials buried the puck twice more for a 5-0 lead.  Enfield then turned 
up the heat as Jordan Knightly stole the puck on a Western breakout and fired an upper-shelf shot giving Enfield its 
first goal of the game.  Kyle Dyer then came up huge with a save on a 3-0 breakaway and then continued his excellent 
goaltending with save after save keeping Enfield in the game.  Each team traded penalties late in the period but could 
not come with any offense.  Enfield came out fired up for the third.  Thomas Campion continuously broke up Western 
rushes while Matt Reda won face-off after face-off and kept the puck in the Colonial zone.  The pressure eventually got 
to Western as they were called for a hit from behind.  Enfield then narrowed the gap as Reilly Higgin’s put back a 
rebound off a Justin Ashline blast from the blue line.  The second assist going to Bryan Solnick.  Western scored to 
increase their lead but Jordan Knightly once again buried the puck off a Dan Kraucunas pass - Kurt LaPointe getting 
the assist as Enfield narrowed the gap to 3.  Western closed out the scoring with 3 goals.  Matt Reda and David 
Cardaropoli had good offensive games while Dan Kraucunas and Thomas Campion played both ways – contributing on 
offense and defense. 
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By Lisa Reda 
 
     The Western Junior Colonial selects came to Enfield on Sunday and handed the Eagles their second loss of the day.  
Just 2 hours after the 45 minute battle at Wallingford, Enfield had to lace up their skates to take on the Midget sized 
Colonials.  Western took a 1-0 lead halfway through the first despite tough defensive play by Eddie Dukette.  Kyle Dyer 
kept the game close with many nice saves.  Western then struck for 2 quick goals at the end of the first for a 3-0 lead.  
Less than 2 minutes into the second, the Colonials buried the puck twice more for a 5-0 lead.  Enfield then turned up the 
heat as Jordan Knightly stole the puck on a Western breakout and fired an upper-shelf shot giving Enfield its first goal of 
the game.  Kyle Dyer then came up huge with a save on a 3-0 breakaway and then continued his excellent goaltending 
with save after save keeping Enfield in the game.  Each team traded penalties late in the period but could not come with 
any offense.  Enfield came out fired up for the third.  Thomas Campion continuously broke up Western rushes while 
Matt Reda won face-off after face-off and kept the puck in the Colonial zone.  The pressure eventually got to Western as 
they were called for a hit from behind.  Enfield then narrowed the gap as Reilly Higgin’s put back a rebound off a Justin 
Ashline blast from the blue line.  The second assist going to Bryan Solnick.  Western scored to increase their lead but 
Jordan Knightly once again buried the puck off a Dan Kraucunas pass - Kurt LaPointe getting the assist as Enfield 
narrowed the gap to 3.  Western closed out the scoring with 3 goals.  Matt Reda and David Cardaropoli had good 
offensive games while Dan Kraucunas and Thomas Campion played both ways – contributing on offense and defense. 
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By Lisa Reda 
 

     The Pee Wee B’s went 2-0 for the weekend by destroying Yale 5-1 in a game that was not as close as the lopsided 
score would indicate.  From the start, the Eagles came out flying high with aggressive forechecking and a stifling 
defense.  Only excellent goaltending by the Yale goalie kept the score respectable.  The Eagles peppered Yale in the 
first period with shot after shot but none found the net.  Jordan Knightly broke the drought late in the first with a nice 
upper shelf shot off a David Cardaropoli pass.  Despite being badly outplayed, Yale caught a lucky bounce for a 
breakaway that evened the score at 1.  Enfield answered shortly afterwards as Jordan struck again, this time off a pass 
from Dan Kraucunas.  The game broke open late in the 2nd as David Cardaropoli finally was able to find net.  Jordan 
Knightly getting the assist.  Less than 1 minute later, Jordan struck again for the hat trick with line mates Kraucunas and 
Cardo getting the assists.  The scoring was closed out by Brett Sullivan in the third as slid the puck between the goalies 
pads for his first goal.  Assists went to the defensive team of Eddie Dukette and Kurt Lapointe.  Overall it was a very 
strong game for all of the B players who now look forward to taking on Wallingford. 
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By Lisa Reda 
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     This game was characterized by hard play and poor officiating.   The early action was mostly in the West Hartford 
zone.  Tony Colca and Jordan Knightly  broke free on a  2 on 1 but were robbed of a goal on a nice save by the West 
Hartford goalie.  Enfield found itself down 1-0 a few moments later as the puck bounced off Kyle Dyers pads and into 
the net.   Kyle kept the game close a few moments later by shutting down a West Hartford 2 on 1.  The Eagles knotted 
the game at 1 on a nice backhand goal by Reilly Higgins with the assist going to Dan Kraucunas.   Enfield missed on 
another scoring opportunity early in the second as a centering pass from Josh Fasano was just out of reach from a 
streaking Tony Colca.  A cross-checking penalty on Kurt LaPointe gave West Hartford the power play but it was killed 
(Continued on page 13) 
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(Continued from page 12) 
 
nicely by Jordan, Tony, Eddie Dukette and Thomas Campion.  After falling behind by 1, David Cardaropoli fired one from 
the left circle but was turned away on another nice save.  Justin Ashline evened things up at 2 as a deflected shot found 
its way into the corner of the net.  The tie did not last long as the West Hartford center became free and upper shelved 
one to lose out the second.  Early in the third, the oppositions goalie came up big again by stopping Jordan Knightly on a 
3 on 1.  Enfield continued to put pressure on the puck but could not find net.  A Kurt LaPointe interference penalty gave 
West Hartford a chance to increase the lead but could not break through the tough Eagle defense.  Kyle Dyer came up 
big shortly after as he made a nice glove save on a breakaway.  The lead was increase to 4-2 as West Hartford found a 
soft spot in the center of the Eagle defense.  Enfield had one last opportunity on a power play with under 1 minute left but 
could not capitalize.  Justin Ashline and Thomas Campion turned in strong defensive performances. 
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By Lisa Reda 
 
     Enfield traveled to Northford for a late Sunday night game vs. Greater New Haven.  The Eagles went 0 for the day 
dropping this one 5-2 in a game that was much closer than the score.  After GHN took an early lead, the action was back 
and forth with strong transition play by both teams.  GNH had a powerplay  opportunity on a Justin Ashline tripping call 
but Kyle Dyer came up big in goal with a few nice saves.  The favor was returned shortly after on a GNH slash but 
Enfield could not capitalize.   Kyle Dyer, playing bigger than his physical stature, stopped a breakaway and a 3 on 1 as 
the game moved into the second.  Thomas Campion had a number of defensive stops while Eddie Dukette led rushes 
into the offensive zone.   Josh Fasano was turned loose on a breakaway but could not get the handle on the puck for a 
solid shot.  After  trading  penalties, GNH upped its lead by 2 as a result of nice passing and puck movement.  Enfield 
turned up the pressure as Tony Colca had a nice shot from the left circle but could not find net. GNH eventually broke 
down under the pressure and was called for tripping.  Pete Aikins made the most of the man advantage and slipped a 
shot through the goalies pads to make the score 1-2.  GNH struck again early in the third as the puck bounced of Kyle 
Dyers glove and barely trickled across the goal line.  Within a minute, Enfield closed the gap as David Cardaropoli lifted 
one in the top corner.  Assists went to Dan Kraucunas and Pete Aikins.  GNH added 2 insurance goals late in the period 
to ice the win. 
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      With another new look our coaches continue to work on various combinations. Our Eagles traveled to a very nice 
Veterans Arena in West Hartford.  In an even first period our defensemen Chris D’Onofrio and CJ Shefrin played well 
while Tyler Reopel and Ryan Guhne fore checked aggressively.  West Hartford took advantage of Enfield’s only lapse of 
the game and scored an unassisted goal.  Period one ended with a 1-0 W. Hartford.  Our Eagles came out passing in 
period 2 and Kyle Hughes crashed the net to clean up a Ben Kapinos shot to tie the game at one all.  With pretty much 
even play, Katie Sullivan and Justin Locke skated well in the second. 
     Enfield took the lead as Wade Schools knocked in a rebound from a Ben Kapinos shot who assisted his second goal 
of the game, period 2 winded down with an Enfield 2-1 lead. Period 3 played with back and forth hockey, goalie Andy 
Silva stated that “the goal was closed” and Enfield missed plenty of opportunities to build their lead. Seconds ran off the 
clock with mistake free play as our Eagles won 2-1. 
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By Joanne Kapinos 

 
      Our Eagles hosted S. Windsor at the Twin Rinks in a Sunday morning match.  The game started off with Enfield 
controlling play in their zone playing with aggressive fore-checking and hustle.  Alex Nacin and Justin Locke led solid 
play, the first period played to a scoreless tie. 
     Period 2 opened up with back and forth play defensively anchored by Ethan Cournoyer and Justin Bird as both 
teams had their chances to score, period 2 ended scoreless. In a game marred by poor officiating everyone just 
hoped the game would not be settled by the striped shirts but, good hockey. With 2 minutes remaining in a scoreless 
tie an obviously ice-ing call not made, gave S. Windsor the puck in Enfields’ zone where they found a rebound and 
scored the games only goal resulting in a S. Windsor win. 
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By Joanne Kapinos 

 
     Enfield has surely developed a pattern of late, score early and often and do not give the opponent any momentum 
at all.  That’s how our Eagles welcomed West Hartford to the Twin Rinks.  Tyler Garrity off a shot from Matt Pedimonti 
found the net 21 seconds into the game to give Enfield a 1-0 lead.  Now, being short-handed Nick Kapinos found 
open ice and scored an unassisted goal one minute later to give Enfield a 2-0 lead, and a chance for this Bantam 
team to set an all time short-handed goal record in the state.  Matt Pedimonti added an unassisted goal minutes later 
to give Enfield a 3-0 lead.  As period one ended W. Hartford scored to cut the lead to 3-1. 
     Period 2 opened up much like the first as Tyler Garrity scored 2 goals for his “Hat Trick”, both were assisted by 
Matt Pedimonti. Mark Zabicki scored Enfield’s sixth goal with a scorching slap shot from the point, the period featured 
solid fore-checking from Jeff Harris, Ben Broadhurst and Jimmy Thompson to keep W. Hartford at bay.  Nick Kapinos 
scored another unassisted goal matching a late W. Hartford goal closing out the second with a 7-2 Enfield lead.  
Period 3 started with continued domination by our Eagles while Mike Furey scored our last goal off a nice feed from 
Matt Pedimonti.  The only thing left in period 3 was watching the clock run, a late W. Hartford goal and solid defensive 
play from Tim Giguere, Scott Duguay and Sam Leonardo gave Enfield their eighth consecutive CHC game of the 
year.  Final score Enfield 8, W. Hartford 3.  
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 Submitted by Mitch Kraucunas�
 

St. Peter and Satan were having an argument one day about Hockey. Satan  
proposed a game that would be played on neutral grounds between a select  

team from the Heavenly Host and the devil's own hand-picked boys.  
 

"Very well," said the gatekeeper of Heaven.  
 

"But I hope that you realize that we've got all the good players and the 
best coaches."  

 
"I know, and that's all right." Satan answered unperturbed.  

 
"We've got all the Referees !!!!." 
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By Steve Palmer 
 
     Our Midget Tier I Eagles made a tremendous run for EHA this season.  After our brief tryout and quick evaluation, 
our coaches (Keith Emanualson, Jesse Peters and I) assembled what we thought would be the best TEAM Enfield 
could offer.  These kids were required to play a twenty game schedule in a 2 month period.  This was not an easy 
task, by any stretch of the imagination. 
     Our squad had to finish #1 or #2 in the state to qualify for the N.E. Regional Tournament.  While being new to all 
of us, everyone from top to bottom had to adapt and learn how to work together, immediately.  Don’t forget, our team 
consisted of high school players/rivals from Suffield, Enfield, Fermi and Tri-Town.   
     After completing our regular season at 16-3-1 overall and 5-2-1 in the CT Tier I division, our kids were fortunate 
to advance.  Our midgets outscored our opponents by a 144-56 margin.  Going into the season it was apparent this 
team couldn’t afford to lose more than two Tier I games to qualify for the Regional and possibly the National 
Tournaments.  Due to their great perseverance and skill, our kids battled hard against CT’s best and withstood their 
challenges with grace.  Considering our team played a good portion of their games with a depleted lineup, I’d have 
to say we faired pretty well. 
     Entering the N.E. Regional Tournament, our kids were a bit nervous and car cramped.  Our first tilt on Friday 
(November 10th) @ 12 noon against Maine’s #1 team felt more like a wake-up call rather than a serious game in the 
great northern confines of Manchester, NH. 
     Our kids came out flat, nervous and with tired legs.  Nothing like making your coaches a tad nervous.  Maine 
jumped out to a 2-0 lead heading into the 2nd.  Our Eagles managed to close the gap midway in the second on a 
goal by Joe Cotnoir assisted by Jeff Chillson.  Four minutes later, Maine capitalized again to take a commanding 3-1 
lead heading into the locker-room for our final intermission.  As our team entered the locker-room, our kid's tempers 
were flaring at each other.  Coach Emanualson quickly relinquished the hostility being vented amongst our players.  
The team began to mellow and realize that this game wasn’t over.  The kids finally realized they needed to come 
together for the final 17 minute third if we going to have any chance of winning or saving face. 
     Our kids took the ice in the third with a much improved attitude and confidence level.  These Eagles finally started 
crashing Maine’s net and began dominating the neutral zone with fierce body checks.  Our kids began to intimidate 
Maine with their sudden quickness, adrenalin and body presence.  It’s amazing what a little fear will do to a team… 
     From this point on, the game opened up for our kids.  Their second winds kicked in, as well as their 
concentration.  We scored the last two goals to tie the game at 3 apiece.  Eddie Walsh closed it to 3-2 early in third 
with help from Steven Clavette and Frank Kovalcek.  With only 3:46 remaining, Cotnoir tied it with much help from 
his dear line mates, TJ Fuery and Chillson.  The excitement was at its peak on our bench following this goal.  Both 
teams played to a scoreless 10 minute overtime period to leave the games outcome at an even 3-3 tie. 
     Following our team’s emotional comeback, everyone was able to relax, reflect and enjoy the rest of the day while 
the remaining qualifiers had to battle each other.  Our kids had the opportunity to enjoy the flavor of Manchester’s 
best cuisine and scenic views.  Believe me, it was a very cultural experience for everyone involved. 
     Entering our second tilt against New Hampshire II at their home rink and at 7:15 am, our kids were confident but 
not the least bit cocky.  We knew we had to win of course, but we also knew we had to do it in great fashion to avoid 
a complicated tie-breaker situation heading into our third game.  No one likes tie-breakers… 
     Our Enfield Midget Eagles went on to play their best game of the season.  This NH squad was no slouch, they 
lost by only 2 the night before against a strong RI team and eventually would lose to Maine I that night by 1 goal.  
Our kids beat them in convincing fashion by the score of 10-3.  Oh wow!  To be honest, this game came down to 
some clutch goaltending early on by Chad Embrey and the most confidently executed team offense our kids could 
dish out. 
     Enfield’s goals were scored by Jeff Chillson (3), John Madson (2), Kevin Hynes, Steven Clavette, TJ Fuery, Ross 
Pieper and Brandon Pizzoferrato.   Assists were credited to Chillson (3), Mike Little (2), Ed Walsh, Fuery, Pieper and 
Frank Kavolcek.  These Eagles were truly unbeatable once they got their engines running.  This game was a treat to 
watch and even better to coach.  I’m sure both Keith and Jesse would concur. 
 
(Continued on page 16) 
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(Continued from page 15) 
 
     Our third face-off was against a quick and talented Warwick, RI squad.  RI fought our Eagles to a great 7-5 
victory.  The entire game was played back and forth.  The pace was quick and fierce.  The hitting was heavy.  It was 
a great all-around game.  Mike Little finally found the back of the net (and received the game puck), Kevin Hynes 
finally blasted a top shelf shot, Joe Cotnoir missed another hat trick bid with only two goals and Fuery used his body 
and quickness to score once again.  Our whole team played hard and with a break or two, could have easily won.  
To be honest, I personally didn’t mind losing.  We already qualified for the semis and a loss would give our kids and 
coaches and extra 1-1/2 hours of sleep the next morning.  The down side was of course the opponent we had to 
play, the MF’s. 
     After a great night together, our team woke up ready and willing to beat Mid-Fairfield and advance to the 
Regional Finals (as well as receive an automatic bid to either Tier I or II Nationals).  Psychologically, this was a huge 
challenge for our kids, haven lost to MF twice during the season by the score 8-0.  Like I said, confidence is always 
tough to beat. 
     MF took a 2-1 lead heading into the first intermission.  Joe Cotnoir scored for Enfield off assists from Jeff Chillson 
and TJ Fuery.  Late in the second, MF scored to open a 3-1 lead.  Our kids scramble to regroup.  Before they did, 
the score climbed to 5-1.  Oh boy, MF scored three unanswered goals in less than three minutes moments before 
the end of the second.  Our kids got as close as 5-2 and 7-3, on goals from Cotnoir and Walsh, before they realized 
the inevitable.  What can you do?  You can’t win them all!  Right? 
     I’m sure our team’s Head Coach Keith Emanualson and Coach Jesse Peters will agree with me that this midget 
experience was well worth our efforts.  To see a bunch of kids who grew up playing youth hockey together, only to 
be separated by high schools, and to be reunited together for the last time…  Well, it was special, to say the least. 
     Congratulations to the entire team :  Kyle Anderson, Chris Fusik, Brandon Pizzaferato and Ed Walsh of Suffield, 
Brian Boucher, Jeff Chillson, Joe Cotnoir, T.J. Fuery, Mike Little, John Madson, Ross Pieper and Matt Murkowicz of 
Fermi, Steven Clavette, Chad Embrey, Shawn Grady and Kevin Hynes of Enfield, Eric Emanualson and Frank 
Kovalcek of Tri-Town. 
 
 
Player Stats: 
 
NAME   GOALS  ASSISTS POINTS PM 
----------------------------- ----------- ------------ ----------- ------ 
Chillson, Jeff       26       32       58    13 
Cotnoir, Joe       24       18       42    32 
Walsh, Ed       16        17       33    41 
Fuery, TJ       17       12       29    24 
Kovalcek, Frank        7       12       19    26 
Fusik, Chris        6           13       19    24 
Clavette, Steven        7        7       14    26 
Madson, John        9        3       12    10 
Hynes, Kevin        4        8       12    26 
Grady, Shawn        7        4       11    28 
Pieper, Ross        6        5       11      25 
Boucher, Brian        5        5       10    18 
Pizzaferato, Brandon       3        7       10    28 
Murkowicz, Matt       3        5         8     6 
Little, Mike        1        3         4     6 
Anderson, Kyle        1             1         2     8 
Embrey, Chad        -        -         -     - 
Emanualson, Eric       -        -             - 
 
Goalie Stats:    
Name   Games  Record  GA GAA 
Chad Embrey & 
Eric Emanualson    24  17-5-2   80  3.33 
Opponents     24  5-17-2  165  6.87 
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